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Speaking English

What are your students good at?
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• Speaking English in class?

• Speaking English in exams?



Exam components

Speaking tasks:

1. Picture description

2. Individual long turn

3. Role-play
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What students need:

 vocabulary

 ideas

 communication strategies

Which part is the most difficult? Why?



Activating vocabulary

Graphic organisers

Mind maps
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Activating vocabulary

Graphic organisers

Mind maps
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Activating vocabulary

Graphic organisers

Spidergram Venn Diagram
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Getting ideas

Brainstorm  Extend answers  Generalise
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5 

questions



Getting better at speaking exam tasks

From this

To this
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Describing a picture

Getting feedback from students

• What is useful feedback?

• What isn’t useful?

• What should you do 

while you are listening?
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 constructive comments

 negativity

 use criteria



Role play

Prompt cards

• What is usually written on the students’ role-cards?

• Give students a situation: they write the role cards and exam 

instructions
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Organising a party

Your group has decided to have a party. 

Discuss and decide:



Role-play

Creating tasks
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Create

instructions

Get ready to

 speak



Individual long turn

Managing an extended monologue
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‘Some p_____ say that we n____ to build more 

r____. Others believe that more r____ just lead to

more t______. We’d like to know what you think

about this issue.’

‘Some people say that we need to build more 

roads. Others believe that more roads just lead to

more traffic. We’d like to know what you think

about this issue.’

What would you say?



Individual long turn

Consider both sides
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‘Some people say that we need to build more roads. Others believe that

more roads just lead to more traffic. We’d like to know what you think

about this issue.’



Individual long turn

Managing an extended monologue
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‘Some people say that we need to build more roads. Others believe that

more roads just lead to more traffic. We’d like to know what you think

about this issue.’





Making sense of grammar

Explanations that make sense
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Practising grammar

Contextualised exercises
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Personalising grammar

Engaging activities
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Quote unquote

What do they have in common?
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About the language

Through the language
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Freer practice

Contexts that make you think
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Open your mouth to laugh…

…and get something to chew on
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Developing skills and awareness

Find the balance

language

teaching
exam

practice
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